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Israeli Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv: ‘How Climate
Change Pseudoscience Became Publicly Accepted’ –
‘Tenfold variations in CO2 over the past half-billion

years have no correlation whatsoever with
temperature’

Professor Nir Shaviv, the chairman of the Racah Institute of Physics at the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem: "The West would then realize that global warming never was and never will be a

serious problem...To begin with, the story we hear in the media, that most 20th-century
warming is anthropogenic, that the climate is very sensitive to changes in CO2, and that future

warming will, therefore, be large and will happen very soon, simply isn’t supported by any
direct evidence, only a shaky line of circular reasoning."

Shaviv: "There is no evidence on any time scale showing that CO2 variations or other changes
to the energy budget cause large temperature variations. There is, however, evidence to the

contrary. Tenfold variations in CO2 over the past half-billion years have no correlation
whatsoever with temperature; likewise, the climate response to large volcanic eruptions such

as Krakatoa.Both examples lead to the inescapable upper limit of 1.5 degrees C per CO2
doubling—much more modest than the sensitive IPCC climate models predict. However, the
large sensitivity of the latter is required in order to explain 20th-century warming, or so it is

erroneously thought."

Censorship: "My interview with Forbes. A few hours after the article was posted online, it was
removed by the editors “for failing to meet our editorial standards.” The fact that it’s become
politically incorrect to have any scientific discussion has led the public to accept the pseudo-

argumentation supporting the catastrophic scenarios."

 
By: Marc Morano - Climate Depot with 0 comments

https://www.theepochtimes.com/how-climate-change-pseudoscience-became-publicly-
accepted_3093372.html

By Dr. Nir Shaviv

Political and corporate leaders gathered for the climate week in New York City have urged significant action to
fight global warming. But, given the high costs of the suggested solutions, could it be that the suggested cure is
worse than the disease?
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As a liberal who grew up in a solar house, I have always been energy-conscious and inclined toward activist
solutions to environmental issues. I was therefore extremely surprised when my research as an astrophysicist
led me to the conclusion that climate change is more complicated than we are led to believe. The disease is
much more benign, and a simple palliative solution lies in front of our eyes.  
 
To begin with, the story we hear in the media, that most 20th-century warming is anthropogenic, that the
climate is very sensitive to changes in CO2, and that future warming will, therefore, be large and will happen
very soon, simply isn’t supported by any direct evidence, only a shaky line of circular reasoning. We “know”
that humans must have caused some warming, we see warming, we don’t know of anything else that could have
caused the warming, so it adds up.

However, there is no calculation based on first principles that leads to a large warming by CO2—none.
Mind you, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports state that doubling CO2 will
increase the temperatures by anywhere from 1.5 degrees to 4.5 degrees C, a huge range of uncertainty that
dates back to the Charney committee from 1979.

In fact, there is no evidence on any time scale showing that CO2 variations or other changes to the energy
budget cause large temperature variations. There is, however, evidence to the contrary. Tenfold variations in
CO2 over the past half-billion years have no correlation whatsoever with temperature; likewise, the climate
response to large volcanic eruptions such as Krakatoa.

Both examples lead to the inescapable upper limit of 1.5 degrees C per CO2 doubling—much more modest than
the sensitive IPCC climate models predict. However, the large sensitivity of the latter is required in order to
explain 20th-century warming, or so it is erroneously thought. 
 
In 2008, I showed, using various data sets that span as much as a century, that the amount of heat going into
the oceans, in sync with the 11-year solar cycle, is an order of magnitude larger than the relatively small effect
expected simply from changes in the total solar output. Namely, solar activity variations translate into large
changes in the so-called radiative forcing on the climate.

Since solar activity significantly increased over the 20th century, a significant fraction of the warming should
be then attributed to the sun, and because the overall change in the radiative forcing due to CO2 and solar
activity is much larger, climate sensitivity should be on the low side (about 1 to 1.5 degrees C per CO2
doubling).

In the decade following the publication of the above, not only was the paper uncontested, more data, this time
from satellites, confirmed the large variations associated with solar activity. In light of this hard data, it should
be evident by now that a large part of the warming isn’t human, and that future warming from any given
emission scenario will be much smaller. 
 
Alas, because the climate community developed a blind spot to any evidence that should raise a red flag, such



as the aforementioned examples or the much smaller tropospheric warming over the past two decades than
models predicted, the rest of the public sees a very distorted view of climate change—a shaky scientific picture
that is full of inconsistencies became one of certain calamity.

With this public mindset, phenomena such as that of child activist Greta Thunberg are no surprise. Most
bothersome, however, is that this mindset has compromised the ability to convey the science to the public.

One example from the past month is my interview with Forbes. A few hours after the article was posted online,
it was removed by the editors “for failing to meet our editorial standards.” The fact that it’s become politically
incorrect to have any scientific discussion has led the public to accept the pseudo-argumentation
supporting the catastrophic scenarios.

Evidence for warming doesn’t tell us what caused the warming, and any time someone has to appeal to the so-
called 97 percent consensus, he or she is doing so because his or her scientific arguments aren’t strong enough.
Science isn’t a democracy.

Whether the Western world will overcome this ongoing hysteria in the near future, it’s clear that on a time
scale of a decade or two, it would be a thing of the past. Not only will there be growing inconsistencies between
model and data, a much-stronger force will change the rules of the game.

Once China realizes it can’t rely on coal anymore, it will start investing heavily in nuclear power to supply its
remarkably increasing energy needs, at which point, the West won’t fall behind. We will then have cheap and
clean energy-producing carbon-neutral fuel, and even cheap fertilizers that will make the recently troubling
slash-and-burn agriculture redundant.
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The West would then realize that global warming never was and never will be a serious problem. In the
meantime, the extra CO2 in the atmosphere would even increase agriculture yields, as it has been found to do
in arid regions in particular. It is plant food after all.  
 
Professor Nir Shaviv @nshaviv is the chairman of the Racah Institute of Physics at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem.
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Award-winning Israeli Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv: ‘After perhaps billions of dollars invested
in climate research over more than three decades, our ability to answer the most important
question in climate has not improved a single bit!’ — ‘One reason for the lack of improved
understanding could be incompetence of the people in the field’

Shaviv: ‘The IPCC and alike are captives of a wrong conception’ — if the basic premises of a
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usually the opposite that takes place, the disagreement increases. In other words, the above
behavior reflects the fact that the IPCC and alike are captives of a wrong conception. This
divergence between theory and data exactly describes the the situation over the past several
years with the lack of temperature increase…under legitimate scientific behavior, the upper
bound would have been decreased in parallel, but not in this case. This is because it would
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‘A second important aspect of the present report is that the IPCC is still doing its best to avoid
the evidence that the sun has a large effect on climate. They of course will never admit this
quantifiable effect because it would completely tear down the line of argumentation for a
mostly man-made global warming of a very sensitive climate.’

Award-winning Israeli Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv condemns the UN climate report: Rips ‘the
absurdity of the new report — ‘IPCC authors are bluntly making more ridiculous claims as they
attempt to fill in the gap between their models and reality’

Shaviv: ‘The likely range of climate sensitivity did not change since the Charney report in 1979.
In other words, after perhaps billions of dollars invested in climate research over more than
three decades, our ability to answer the most important question in climate has not improved a
single bit!’

Watch Now: Israeli Award Winning Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv rips ‘consensus’: ‘The story
we hear from the UN IPCC is faulty…the predictions by the IPCC are wrong’

Shaviv: ‘The Sun has a large effect on climate’ — Rips IPCC: ‘In any decent scientific theory,
when you see the realization doesn’t fit the predictions, then you go back to the drawing board
to see how you can modify the theory in order to explain it. But no — in the UN IPCC process,
every 6 years, they come out with a new report and then you reset your prediction clock, so you
always– by definition — you always inside your range of predictions’
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Name

Will Haas • a year ago

• Reply •

The reality is that, based on the paleoclimate record and the work done with models, the
climate change we have been experiencing today is caused by the sun and the oceans over
which mankind has no control. Despite the hype, there is no real evidence that CO2 has any
effect on climate and there is plenty of scientific rationale to support the idea that the climate
sensitivity of CO2 is zero.

 3△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Will Haas

there is plenty of scientific rationale to support the idea that the climate sensitivity of
CO2 is zero.

Haas can show none of it, because it is moronic on its face. There are zero valid studies
that show this. None. Zip.

△  ▽ 2

paasingby  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism

Where is the empirical data that CO2 causes runaway temps.

Please do not illustrate using those cute test tube experiments where they
compare a test tube of increased CO2 @ 500,000-1,000,000ppm Vs a test tube
with today's atmospheric levels of CO2 as seen in the AL Gore /Bill Nye test.
 1△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> paasingby

Why the 'runaway temps' red herring? like the 'extreme' in your other
comment?

△  ▽ 2

paasingby  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism

so you , like me, do not see runaway temps in the future , we agree on
that.
 1△ ▽

Immortal600  • a year ago

• Reply •

> paasingby

Do you really expect him to answer that? He has zero understanding of
the issue so how could he?
 1△ ▽

paasingby  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Immortal600

It's great fun!
 2△ ▽

Immortal600  • a year ago

• Reply •

> paasingby

True! I am enjoying watching you backing him into a corner.
 2△ ▽
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Will Haas  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism

I will explain it to you if you like.
 1△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Will Haas

Just cite it or run away.

△  ▽ 2

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Will Haas

Haas is tellin you that the earth is getting warmer because the sun is putting out less
energy, y'all!

How dumb is that?

△  ▽ 2

Will Haas  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism

It is more complicated than that. It is a combination of the total of the sun's
output and the effect of the oceans which has a low pass filter effect and delays
any solar effects. Remember that the Earth's climate has been changing for eons
most of which was before mankind ever evolved let alone started to make use of
fossil fuels. The climate change we are experiencing is in keeping with what has
been happening during the Holocene for the past 10,000 years.

 2△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Will Haas

Nah: The climate change we are experiencing is in keeping with what
has been happening during the Holocene for the past 10,000 years.

You can't show that is true.

△  ▽ 2

paasingby  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism

Can you illustrate where today's temps are more extreme than in the
MWP or RWP?

△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> paasingby

Define extreme.

△  ▽ 2

paasingby  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism

I would imagine if droughts lasted from 150- 200 years in the US in the
MWP this might be considered extreme compared to today.
 1△ ▽

Pyrthroes • a year ago • edited

For the record, in December 2017 Australian researcher Robert Holmes' peer-reviewed "Molar
Mass version of the Ideal Gas Law" definitively refuted any possible CO2 connection to climate
fluctuations: Where GAST Temperature T = PM/Rp, any -- repeat, any-- planet’s near-surface
global Temperature derives from its Atmospheric Pressure P times Mean Molar Mass M over
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• Reply •

global Temperature derives from its Atmospheric Pressure P times Mean Molar Mass M over
its Gas Constant R times Atmospheric Density p. Absent any carbon-factor, proportional CO2
is a non-issue.

More recently, Russian researcher Valentina Zharkova's "Climate - Solar Magnetic Field" (C-
SMF) hypothesis (October 2018), citing Danish physicist Henrik 
Svensmark's 2005 "Cosmic Ray - Cloud Cover" model, provides historical proof-positive that -
-absent major astro-geophysical exigencies (axial precession, geothermal currents;
cometary/meteorite strikes, plate-tectonic volcanism)-- Earth's semi-millennial
atmospheric/oceanic circulation patterns reflect ambient Total 
Solar Irradiance (TSI) to the virtual exclusion of all else.

Meantime, global temperatures have been trending downward for the past 3,300 years. If this
continues, a looming 70+ year Grand Solar Minimum to c. AD 2100 
--following Earth’s 500-year Little Ice Age from AD 1350 to 1850/1890 and its 140-year
“amplitude compression” aftermath to c. 2030-- likely portends geophysically induced (plate
tectonic vs. climatological) 102-kiloyear Pleistocene glaciations up to 2½ miles deep.
 1△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş_Ņeołōġism  • a year ago

• Reply •

> Pyrthroes

Robert Holmes' peer-reviewed "Molar Mass version of the Ideal Gas Law"  

*snickerrrr*

Denialists are soooooooo easy to dupe.

This is a predatory journal that Holmes had to pay to publish in.

△  ▽ 2

Denis Ables • a year ago • edited

see more

• Reply •

This hoax becomes simpler to identify once it's clear that CO2 has nothing to do with our
current warming. There is no evidence that CO2 has EVER had any impact on our planet's
temperature. The "scientists" have based their assertions about CO2 on a short-term
correlation (1975 to the 2000s, but IPCC recognizes a "hiatus" during the 2000s). The
discussions covering periods before 1975 run into a wall of GLOBAL COOLING between 1945
and 1975 because CO2 continued to increase during that period. Over geologic periods the
correlation tracking both up and down trends shows temperature variation happening FIRST,
followed hundreds of years later by similar CO2 variation - the opposite of what alarmists
need! (and remember, in any event, correlation does not imply causation!)

Why would anyone select CO2 as the culprit when there were several earlier global warmings
which were not affected by CO2 because CO2 did not begin increasing until the 1850s, and
these earlier warming periods were all before then. There is a link to a meta-study below
demonstrating, among other things, that the Medieval Warming Period (1,000 years-ago) was
global and at least as warm as it is now. That alone debunks Mann's hockey stick graph, so no
need to waste time arguing about Mann's controversial "modeling" or dubious statistical
machinations. The earlier global warmings were apparently all warmer than the more recent
warmings.

 1△ ▽

Đerpiŧuđinouş Ņeołōġism • a year ago> Denis Ables
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• Reply •

> Denis Ables

There is no evidence that CO2 has EVER had any impact on our planet's temperature.

Cuz fairies flyin round them earf wif blankets keepin them planit warm, y'all!
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